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❑ Data Modelling Approaches 

➢ Methodology: CRISP-DM
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➢ Modelling 

o Pre-modelling

o Modelling Algorithm

➢ Evaluation & Comparison
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To build a dynamic and robust US stock trading system based on a multi-

factor model that is systematic, rigorously and carefully tested across 

time and thus giving consistent and profitable returns in real life that 

can closely match the back test whilst both long and short positions 

would be considered and combined wherever possible, which features

➢ Customizable

❑ Cater to user’s risk profile 

and style preference in 

terms of various 

factors/metrics, leverage, 

number of stocks chosen

➢ Performing

❑ Incorporate KE/CI techniques 

to boost the performance as 

much as possible while still 

keeping intuitive and 

agreeable.



Solution
➢ Implement an intelligent knowledge based system with 

capability of 

❖ Generating a portfolio of US stocks information on any 

particular day based on the S&P1500 universe of stocks 

❖ Assisting the traders and portfolio managers to make 

informed decisions on potential stock selection to 

generate their desired return. 

Benefits
✓ Empower to process/analyse Large data sets

✓ Realize non-linear decision making by leveraging 

computational intelligence

✓ Enable to learn and adapt over time autonomously and 

proactively

✓ Help to respond timely and readily for dynamic and equivocal 

situation





Formulation of an initial set of stock level data needed. 

Downloading the stock data at regular interval of time, to get familiar 
with the data. 

Exploratory data analysis to understand the data better. 

Data cleaning/factor scaling and modelling. 

Appropriate scoring/normalization and relative ranking of stocks by 
each factor score and grouping into respective portfolio quadrants. 

Generate daily factor returns for all portfolio quadrants for each 
factor. The best quadrant should preferably perform best over time. 

Combine and apply appropriate weightings to individual factors, then 
form broad composite factors. 



/*---------------------------------------------------US Stock Domain Model-----------------------------

----------------------------------------*/

KNOWLEDGE-MODEL us-stock; 

DOMAIN-KNOWLEDGE us-stock-domain; 

DOMAIN-SCHEMA stock-selection-schema; 

CONCEPT stock-list; 

DESCRIPTION:  "A description of the basic characteristics of each stock"; 

ATTRIBUTES: 

company: STRING; 

symbol: STRING; 

market-cap (millions): FLOAT; 

volume (millions): FLOAT; 

cap-category: {large, mid, small}; 

style-selection: {dividend, growth, momentum, value}; 

price-chg%10d: FLOAT 

price-chg%1m: FLOAT 

price-chg%3m: … .

/* RULE-TYPE 1 determines „sector‟ */ 

sector: {consumer-staples, consumer-discretionary, energy, 

financials, health-care, industrials, materials, technology, 

telecommunication-services, utilities}; 

…

…









✓ Business 

Understanding

✓ Data 

Understanding

✓ Data Preparation



Objective Variable/Factor

▪ Future stock returns over a desired holding period such as 20 days.  The holding 

period was chosen as it allows for realistic trading when accounting for costs and 

system profitability. Other holding periods may be included as well to see if there 

might be an optimum holding period inclusive of costs.

Predictive Variables/Factors

▪ They spanned across a wide range of explanatory factors for stocks and include 

six categories of stock related factors, namely valuations, profitability, quality, 

analyst actions, growth and technical.

▪ Approximately 100 factors, including forward looking estimates and historical 

data.

▪ Factor values will constantly evolve over time. 



Composite/Sub-composite Groups

Valuations

Analyst Actions Growth

QualityProfitability

Technicals

1. Earnings Yield

2. EBITDA Yield

3. Dividend Yield

4. Free Cash Flow Yield

5. Sales Yield

6. Book Yield

7. EV_EBIT

8. EVIT_EBITDA

9. EV_Sales

10 EV_Free Cash Flow

1. Gross Margin

2. EBIT Margin

3. EBITDA Margin

4. Net Profit Margin

5. Earnings ROIC

6. Cash flow ROIC

7. Asset Turnover

8. Capex/Sales

1. Debt/Capital

2. Debt/Total Assets

3. Debt/EBITDA

4. Operating Cash Flow/Financing 

Cash Flow

5. Cash Dividend/Cash Flow from 

Operations

6. Net Cash/Total Debt

7. Changes in shares outstanding

1. Book Value Revision

2. Earnings Revision

3. Free Cash Flow Revision

4. Earnings Estimate 

Variability

5. EBITDA Estimate 

Variability

6. Earnings 

Upgrades/Downgrades

7. Analyst Coverage

1. EPS Future Long Term 

Growth Rate

2. EPS Past Trend

3. Sales Past Trend

4. Net Profit Margin Past 

Trend

1. Past Price Trend/Slope

2. Past Price Slope/Std

3. Price Momentum

4. Money Flow

5. Price/52 Week High

6. Price/52 week low

7. Price from 200D Moving 

Average



Initial Steps

Models will be evaluated for their accuracy and return profile over time.

Models will be created at least on a monthly basis say at the end of each month. 
Daily/weekly models will be ideal if computing power permits.

Predictive models will be applied consistently over time but will dynamically 
evolve due to time-varying factor values.

Factor values will evolve over time.

Data files containing stock level information will be downloaded historically on a 
daily basis for a period of 10 years between 2004-2013.



Data Exploration And Pre-processing

By doing so, this will allow us to better understand the characteristics of various stocks in the universe.

Various summary plots for all factors were also created on a single day. They include box plots, QQ-
plots, histograms and cumulative density plots. 

This was done every day and stored in the database.

They include mean, median, maximum, minimum, standard deviation, median absolute deviation, 
percentage with NAs/missing values and lower/upper limits based on median absolute deviation.

Summary statistics were created for various market capitalizations (Large, Mid and Small Cap) and 
separately for all ten sectors.



Data Exploration And Pre-processing – Exploring A Single Factor

Earnings Yield FY1 – All stocks on Jan 15, 2004



Data Exploration And Pre-processing – Exploring Missing Values

Valuation factors for various market capitalizations in 

year 2004
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EarningsYieldFY1 DividendYieldFY1 SalesYieldFY1

Average percentage of missing values in 2004

Large Cap Mid Cap Small Cap

The smaller the market cap of the stock, the more missing values there are. 

Small cap names omitted for consideration due to lack of data and liquidity 

concerns.



Data Exploration And Pre-processing – Handling Outliers/Missing Values

Uniform approach applied to handling outliers and 

missing values

Handling outliers

▪ Outliers are defined as being three median absolute deviations 

above or below the median and are restricted within these limits.

Handling missing values

▪ Remove stocks with a certain percentage of unavailable values on 

any day. A threshold of 30% was set.

▪ Remove input variables where much of the data is unavailable. A 

threshold of 30% was used.

▪ Set missing values of input variables to equal the median.



Data Exploration And Pre-processing – Normalizing Input Variables

▪ Stocks from different sectors usually have some differences in 

terms of factor distribution and performance. 

▪ For example, for a factor variable such as debt capital ratio, the 

telecommunications/utilities sector will have a higher average 

value compared to other sectors as they are more capital 

intensive. The technology sector on the other hand is less 

capital-intensive and hence has less debt. 

▪ Z-score was used the method to normalize the input variables 

after handling for outliers and missing values.

▪ Resulting values will be in the range -3 to 3.



Data Exploration And Pre-processing – Normalizing Input Variables
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Data Exploration And Pre-processing – Factor Selection

Determining Factor Returns

▪ On any trading day, use normalized factor data and rank values for each 

factor for each stock in ascending/descending order.

▪ We will buy stocks with normalized values >= 0 and sell-short stocks that 

have normalized values <0, for factors where experience tells us that the 

higher value it is the better. For example, for a factor like earnings yield, 

generally the higher the value the better. 

▪ We use the one day forward return and determine an average return 

based on the difference between the average return of stocks being 

bought and the average return of stocks being shorted.

▪ This process is carried out every day and the resulting daily spread returns 

are linked together to form a cumulative return series for the factor.



Data Exploration And Pre-processing – Factor Selection



Data Exploration And Pre-processing – Factor Selection

Determining factor efficacy using factor returns

Profitability

▪ Consistency and Stability of profitability after adjusting for volatility.

▪ Profitability = Ann Return / Ann. Volatility



Data Exploration And Pre-processing – Factor Selection

❑ List narrowed down to 31 factors using risk-adjusted return of long-short 

portfolio



Specific data models that adapt to stock characteristics and 

market conditions may lead to better performance

Moving Window

▪ Combination of short and medium term windows (1 month and 12 

months) for training and testing data.

Sector Differentiation

▪ Different characteristics of stock due to the sector it is in may 

warrant the use of sector based models.

Seasonal differentiation

▪ Stocks can behave quite differently during different months of 

the year. Possibility of creating and training 12 separate models 

for each month across a period say 2004-2009. 

Devising Specific Data Models



✓ Modelling

❑ Pre-modelling

❑ Algorithms

✓ Evaluation



Classification 
Model

Weighted 
Window 
Based 

Modelling

Support 
Vector 

Machine

Random 
Forest

Ada Boost
Neural 

Network

Clustering 
Based Model

Support 
Vector 

Machine

Random 
Forest

Ada Boost





 For each end of month, cluster with the past

 1 year

 3 years

 5 years

 10 years

 Equal Weight for all.

 Used Mean, Median, Mode to aggregate daily sector data.

 Tested on 2014 end of months 



▪ Purpose

▪ Both approaches endeavour to achieve better performance by extending the 

“looking back” dataset in hope to gain more insight of the “patterns”

▪ Rationale

▪ Both belong to compositional hybrid modelling, sub-models are

❖ Mutually exclusive for clustering based model

❖ Mutually complimentary for weighted window based model

▪ Selection of training dates:

❑ Weighted Window Based uses the whole past 1 month, 3, 6, 12 month as 

different windows

❑ Clustering based finds the cluster with the test date amongst the past 1, 3, 

5, 10 years

▪ Modeling and Testing is the same for both weighted window and 

clustering methods



Feature 

Selection

Training 

Data

Testing 

Data

Binning

Binning

Training 

Models

Without 

Target

Actual 

Results

Prediction

Scored 

Data

Error 

Matrix



▪ Accuracy

▪ Precision 

▪ True Positive / All Predicted Positive

▪ Mean of Returns 

▪ If brought all the Predicted Positives

▪ In addition, Sensitivity and Specificity are also 

measured for measurement comprehensiveness



Competitive Advantage

✓ Elegancy to tackle non-regularity distribution in stock trading context

✓ Flexibility in separating good and bad companies which may not be 

linear via threshold separating factors 

✓ Sophisticated kernel to make data linearly separable without the 

need for human expertise judgment

✓ Out-of-sample generalization, given the parameters C and r (in the 

case of a Gaussian kernel) are chosen appropriately

Design

✓ Kernel: Radial Basis Function

✓ C-constraint: 1



Competitive Advantage

✓ Ensemble learning of a collection of decision tree

✓ Capable for high-dimensional data

✓ Facilitate for user to estimate the importance of variables

Design

✓ Number of trees to grow: 500

✓ Number of predictors sampled for splitting at each node: 14



Algorithm

The final output of the strong classifier is the value of all the weak classifiers add up 

together.

Add the selected weak classifier to the strong classifier and updates the weights. 

Lower the weight for correctly classified samples and increase the weight for wrongly 

classified samples.

Build weak classifiers for each factor.

Initially dually weight each stock.

Classify outperformers and underperformers.

Normalize the factor value to a real value [0,1] according to the rank of the factor in 

each month



Binary Classification - Outperformers And Underperformers 

The Ada Boost model treats stock selection as a binary classification problem using 

supervised learning. We classify the stocks in our universe into outperformers and 

underperformers based on one-month forward stock returns.

Training
In the training step, we use 

the end-of-month factor 

scores for each stock and 

one-month forward returns 

as training data to build the 

classifiers.

Testing
In the prediction step, we 

use the current month factor 

score as the input for the 

classifiers we built in the 

training step, and the output 

is a confidence score.



Data Refinement

▪ Cross-sectional ranking

▪ Calculate the factor ranking each month for all the 

available stocks 

▪ Normalize the factor ranking to between [0, 1]. 

▪ Stocks in the top n%  - Out performers

▪ Stocks in the bottom n%  - Under performers

▪ Labelling exercise on a monthly basis

▪ Finally, pile the different months’ data together as 

training data



Multiple Layer Feed Forward with Back Propagation



Input layer: 32 nodes, representing the collective input data and bias 

Hidden layer 1: 32 / 2 = 16 nodes, representing the compositional factors

Hidden layer 2: 6 + 1 = 7 nodes, representing the 6 aggregative factors and bias 

respectively

Output layer: 1 node, representing the numerical target

Activation function: Bipolar Sigmoid Function

Learning: Back-propagation 

Design

• Input layer: 32 nodes, representing the collective input data and bias 

• Hidden layer 1: 32 / 2 = 16 nodes, representing the compositional factors

• Hidden layer 2: 6 + 1 = 7 nodes, representing the 6 aggregative factors and 

bias respectively

• Output layer: 1 node

• Activation function: Bipolar Sigmoid Function

• Learning: Back-propagation 



Input layer: 32 nodes, representing the collective input data and bias 

Hidden layer 1: 32 / 2 = 16 nodes, representing the compositional factors

Hidden layer 2: 6 + 1 = 7 nodes, representing the 6 aggregative factors and bias 

respectively

Output layer: 1 node, representing the numerical target

Activation function: Bipolar Sigmoid Function

Learning: Back-propagation 

Weighted Window Based Composition

With the 4 predefined windows, 4 classification models are built and 

combined into a composite model with the majority-win voting 

mechanism. 



✓ Refinement & Maturation

✓ Deployment





Repository (DB) 

Layer

Application 

Layer

• Data Importing Component 

• Data Accessing Component

• Inferential engine component 

• Data intelligence enablement component 

• User investment profiling component 

• Factoring analytical and computational 

component 

Presentation 

Layer

• Interactive graphical user interface 

• User input collection, validation, 

representation and transformation 

component 

• Reporting/exporting component 







✓ Fulfilments

❑ Project completion in accordance to requirements

❑ Delivery of value to sponsor organization

✓ Experience

❑ KBS/CommomKADS/CRSIP-DM/CI practice in stock trading and 

financial industry

❑ Collaboration with sponsor organization to achieve common goals

✓ Learning

❑ Fruitfulness

❑ Enjoyment

❑ Progress



▪ A new portfolio for each method is created on the first weekday of 

each month based on data for last weekday of previous month

▪ All trading is assumed to be done at the price close of the first 

weekday of each month

▪ Trading costs is assumed to be 0.15% of trading turnover

▪ Trading turnover assumes both additions and deletions to portfolio. 

(Maximum 200%)

▪ If predicted names are similar for new month, portfolio is held till the 

next month.

▪ Various statistics such as return net of costs, number of stocks traded 

and turnover are calculated on a daily basis over time.

▪ Performance based statistics such as annualized return, volatility, 

sharp ratio, drawdown are derived for each year and across time.

▪ Comparison is made against default large and mid cap universe







Real Life Trading Performance





✓Illustrates that machine learning techniques when used appropriately has the 

ability to select stocks that outperform the general market after costs over a long 

duration. 

✓ However, at any stage in time, they may end up selecting stocks that do not 

perform well due to changes in market conditions and cause returns to be unstable 

between periods.

✓ Takes into consideration the possibly non linear nature of explanatory factors as 

well as interaction between factors in influencing forward returns. Using risk 

adjusted return as target factor can be a possible enhancement.

✓ Complementary approach to linear, factor independent approaches used by 

Piquant for stock selection.

✓Hybrid programming tools employed – shows strengths and weaknesses of each. 

For example, R is great for prototyping and working with data but slow whereas 

C++/C# is much more efficient but harder to code and work with data. Piquant 

might consider using more efficient programming tools wherever possible so that 

testing strategies iteratively can be carried out faster.



Summary of CRISP-DM



Next/Past Sessions :

 Data Analytics – Overview [Completed]

 Knowledge Discovery [Data Mining Techniques] – Overview [Completed]

 CRISP-DM walkthrough with example project (End-to-End) [Completed]

 Modeling Techniques in detail

 Visualization techniques (Dos-n-Don’t)
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